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Abstract

From the earliest days of the recorded music industry to the present, popular culture has played an outsized role in informing the production and sale of popular music products. Throughout the mid-late twentieth century, as successive generations of U.S. consumers adopted common trends that coalesced to define each generation’s unique brand, the music industry responded by producing recorded music products that were aligned with this collective mass identity. The orientation of record industry product strategy toward American popular culture helped deliver the mass-appeal hits that powered the music industry for most of the twentieth century. The mainstream U.S. recorded music industry and popular culture thereafter became inseparable.

Until recent years, cultural trends were relatively easy for record companies to follow. Scant media choices and the limits of analog communication limited the scope of popular culture outgrowth. During most of the twentieth century, the trends encompassed within each generational expression of popular culture were both widespread among the population and enduring. In the advent of the digital communication revolution, consumers now communicate and interact with multitudes of trends at ever-greater rates of speed. As a result, popular culture has become fragmented and more difficult to track. Popular culture, once defined by prolonged, durable generational arcs, has become highly fragmented and more evanescent. In the age of digital communication, riding the waves of popular culture in order to produce mass-appeal hit records has become a more difficult feat for record companies to accomplish.

This research begins by examining the role that popular culture had traditionally played in the production of popular music products over the course of the twentieth century. Mass-appeal hit records buoyed by popular culture’s sturdy currents drove music industry profitability during most of this period. Now that those currents have become more dispersed and less predictable, what new strategies are being employed to ensure the music industry remains aligned with popular culture trends? This research examines those strategies, and offers insight as to how the music industry can respond to this evolving environment.
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